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A Presentation of the Symplectic 2nd Chhogod Groups 
In their work on characterizing the classical linear groups =\-er f&ite fields 
of cdd order, i\-ong and Phan discovered some elegant arguments leading to 
rerr usef;dl presentations of these groups [5, 6, 9. is]. These results ~-i&d eas!- 
characterizations of the linear groups of odd characteristic girec the centraiizer 
of an invoiution nrith a 2-dimensional eigenspace for - 1. 
Recently much work has focused on the problem of characterizing th:: 
Chevalley groups over finite fields of characteristic 2 and, in par$c.&r> i.-&~~- 
tif-Ang the classicai linear group G(q) bv the centdizer of a semisimple element .r; 
of order ?> A~ an odd prime, where the eigenspace for 1 ’ 
.~ 
r-as coannessicn 2. rr& 
centralizer of Y has a normal subgroup L isomorphic T L 2 s~:&r i&ear gro-~p 
G&j. I\.Ioreorr, there is an element : E G(q) with .y: CL. 2nd c<L, L-l =Z *G’o:. : L I 
?,n important step in the identification of G(q) is the proof that ic an ar%rar)- 
group G having subgroups L and (r>, dated 29 in C(qj, /L. -‘I> s Cl&“>. T5is 
paper provides such 2 result for the cases when L is a symoiectic or orthoganni 
group oTer a finite field of ch ,r ~ and or:ho- 
; 
aracteristic 2. ‘The c~fsfs oL syrqplgctx 
gona! groups over fields of odd characteristic and unitary grouns over arbitrary 
&ids haTye aireadv been treated bv Wang in [9, ICI. TS-e coiiect all of our cotat& 
under the rlubric- of Hypothesis -_-I. 
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G is a subgroup of the isometry group of V and V, K, ( , ), and G satisfy one 
of the following: 
(a) ( , ) is alternate, G = Sp( V), V,, and VI are isometric planes. 
(b) ( , ) is symmetric, / K 1 is odd, and G = 9(V). Moreover, dim V, = 2 
or 3. 
(c) K admits an involutory automorphism (I, ( , ) is u-Hermitian, 
G = SW(V), and dim V0 = 1 or 2. 
(d) /K/isevenandG=8(V,Q)f or some nondegenerate quadratic 
form Q defined on V with 
(0, w) = Q(e’ f w) - Q(z) - Q(w) 
for all e’, w E V. Let K* be a quadratic extension of K and let t -+ 5 denote the 
involutory automorphism of K*. Let (Y E K* - K with a~% = 1. Then 
(dl) Q(xie, 7 JJ&) = (xi + ZY~)(X~ L 5yi) for 1 < i < r~. 
Let t be the Witt index of V, r’ the Witt index of V, 1 Vz 1 --- _ V, . 
Then V, has a basis (e, ,fa} such that 
(d2) Ifr #r’f 1, then (dl) holds for i = 0. If r = t’ f 1, then 
Q(xoeo f Y~I‘J = 3~0~~ - 
Since the Nitt index determines Q up to equivalence [4, (10.16), (14.7)], we 
shall denote G in case (d) by P(V) if t = KZ + 1 and by P(V) if r = rz. 
In case (a), we denote by T the symmetric group on (0, I,..., n}. In cases (b), 
(c), and (d), we denote by T the stabilizer of 0 in the symmetric group on 
(0, l,..., n>. In all cases, for each u E T, there is an element a’ of G defined by 
ep = ei, , fiU’ = fso for 0 < i ,( n. 
As u -+ G’ defines a monomorphism of T into G, we may and shall identify u 
with U' and regard T both as a group of permutations of (0, l,..., n} and as a 
subgroup of G. 
For I3 C{O, l,..., n], we define the subspace V, = (Vi: i E B) and the sub- 
group Gs = Co(Ve,), h w ere B’ is the complement of B in (0, I,..., rz;. We shall 
write Gija.. . for Gs w-hen B = {i, j, R ,... ). 
We remark that (GB)(I = GBo for a E T. 
THEOREM A. Let V, G, T be us in Hypothesis 3. Let n > 4 in cases (a), (b), 
(c) and n > 5 in case (d). Suppose that His a group and h: GO1...n--l u T + H 
is a function such that h 1 G,,l...n--l and h 1 T are homomorphisms. Further assume 
that if B is a subset of{O, l,..., n - l> and u E T with Bu !Z (0, l,..., n - l}, then 
h(Ge)k(u) = h(G,,). 
Then h can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism G + H. 
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COROLLARY B. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem A. Let 7 = In - 1: n) c T. 
Then the groups Gol...,z-l and T, together ecith the reiatioon 
[7, God = 1, in cases (a), (bj, or (cj, 
I?, G,,,] = 1: in case (d), 
fornl a presentation of G. 
-4s &the cases (b) and (c) of our results are contained in Proposition 4.~1 and 
Theorem 4.B of [lo], we shall assume throughwilt that either case (a) or case (0) 
holds. 
We remark that Wang’s results in cases (b) and (c) are rather stronger than 
those stated abol-e. His arguments are purely geometric and extend almost 
\-erbatim to our setting provided that s > 7 for Sp(Fj or Q-(Vj and n >, 8 5.~ 
G = Q-(F). The key difference is that in the setting of (b) or (c), M’ong is able 
to decompose V into an orthogonal sum of nonisotropic lines thereby obtairing 
results when dim V > 8. In our case, the finest orthogonal decompositicn ;-:e 
can achier-e is into nonsingular planes forcing dim F’ > 16. 
When YL < 7, a key factorization lemma of Wang no longer holds and this 
necessitates a different approach im-olving the introduction of ChevaZley 
generators and relations. 
Our results are applied in [2, 3] to solve standard 3-comncnent problercs 
for orthogonal and symplectic groups over GF(2). 
2. PROPERTIES OF THE SYMPLECTIC AXD ORTHOGOUL GXOTJPS 
We discuss here the basic properties of the symplectic (resp. orthogonal’: 
space Tr = Vs J- l/1 i ..- J- V, and the associated groups So(V), O(V), and 
Q(V). Recall that K is assumed to hat-e characteristic 2 if F-is an orthogonai 
space. The most important geometric result, which is used throughout this 
paper, is Witt’s theorem. 
THEOFEM 2.1. Let G(V) be the sarbgroup of -&K(V) cmasistirg of all trans- 
formations echich preserve the appropriate form. Let U and VJ be isometric szbspacac 
oJf T’. Then there exists g E G(V) with Cg = 14’. 
Proof. This is proved in Section 14 of [4]. 
In the orthogonal case, our interest lies not in 0( V j but rather in its simple 
subgroup Q(V) which is defined to be the kernel cf Dickson’s map A : 0( F’) + & 
[4: (13.211. We summarize some properties of th!s -map which \\-e will need. 
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LEMMA 2.2. The folbwing hoid 
(i) If a E O(V) is a transvectioq then cr 4 Sa( V). 
(ii) Let V = U, 1 Lvz and Ai be the Dickson maps of 0( Vi) + Z, for 
i = 1,2. Letg E O(V) stub&e Ul and iYz . Then A(g) = A,(g j U,) + A,(g 1 U,). 
Applying Lemma 2.2, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let V = I;r, 1 U, and G = Sp(V) M Q(V). Then Co(U.J E 
Sp( iYJ or B( LYl), respectively. Inpmticulut, ifB C (0, l,..., n}, then in the notation 
of Hypothesis A, GB E Sp( V,) or Q( l/B). 
Remark. Applying Lemma 2.3, we set forth the following convention. If 
V = Cr I LYa , then we identify Sp( U,) or B( Ui) with C,( Ua). 
LENMA 2.4. Suppose V = LYl _L Us and W _C V with W isometric to cl . 
Thxx~ there exists g E l2( V) with Wg = CT1 .
Proof. IYe may assume that G1 and Ua are nontrivial subspaces of V. By 
(2.1), there exists h E O(V) with Wk = El . If h E Q(V), \ve are done. If h $ Q(V), 
let G E O(V) be a transvection stabilizing U, and Cz . Then ha = g E Ics( V) and 
Wg = Vi as required. 
Although w-e are giving a presentation for even-dimensional orthogonal 
groups, it is critical for us to note the following isomorphism between odd- 
dimensional orthogonal groups and symplectic groups in characteristic 2. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let e be a nonsingular rector in the orthogonal space V and let H 
be a hyperbolic plane of V containing e. Then (e) = (e) 1 Hl. If g E CD(“)(e), 
then g 1 HL = g, + g, w/zere g, E End,(H”, (e}) and gl E Sp(HL). Moreover, the 
map g + g, is an isomorphism of C a(v)(e) into Sp(Hl) & is onto if KZ = K. 
Proof. See [4, (10.17) and (10.18)]. 
We now discuss the relationship between the geometric realization of the 
symplectic and orthogonal groups and the Chevalley-Steinberg presentation of 
these groups. Throughout this discussion, we shall assume that V = V, 1 
Vl i ... 1 V, satisfies Hypothesis ..A. We shall use the row convention when 
writing the matrix of a transformation of V relative to a fixed basis. Also AT will 
denote the transpose of the matrix A. 
Let (wa , wr ,..., w,} be an orthonormal basis of R+l. We define root systems 
@,+r of type C,,, , Y,,+r of type D,,+r , and Z,, of type B, as follows: 
CD w-1 = I 
fWj&Wj:O<i#j<n 





It% I :OGi,<n-1 ’ 
THEOREM 2.6. Sp(F) g is enerated by the elements (q(t): r E OI,TI : t E Kj. 
The matrices of x,(t) relative to {e, , f0 ,..., e, , fn; sati.$y the follosing: 
(i) mar&(t)) = mat(xr(t))r, 
[ii) x,,&,;(t) acts as the identity on Vk , h E ii,]>. With respect o <ei , fj : 
ej 7 fi>, 
1 0 t o\ 
m4xCi-1G,(t)) = 
0 1 0 0 
o o i 1 0 ’ 






- inat(xw,Twj(t)) = 8 i , 
0 0 0 ;/ 
(ii!) xpr.(t) acts as the identity on V, for h = i. 55th respect o {e, ,fi>, 
mat(x,,,(tj) = ik I, . 
(h-1 
for Sp( V): 
The generators x,(t) and the follorcing relations j*orm a preserrtatioz. 
(a) x,.(t 2 u) = x,(t) x,(u) 
. 
!bj I’ve, a,(u)] = ~x~,fjs(Cizljst’U’) 
chef-e I’ T s f 0, i, j arepositke integers such that ir -;--is E @,,+i , ar& C+;i9 are 
the Checalky cmtants for CnA1 . 
Proof. See Ree [7j and Steinberg [8]. 
3s an immediate corollary of the presentation gken in Theorem 2.6(k), we 
haTe the fcllowing generation lemma. 
LEMXA 2.7. Let F be as in Hypothesis d and let B be any szibset of {O, I,. . .: ,G 
z&h 1 B i > 3. TJzen Sp( Fs) = (Sp( V,): B C B: B = 2). 
Proo,- -. Let QB = (z;: j E B) n @n+l. Then Sp(Va) = (s.(t): r E QB , t E S;s. 
-1s GB = tJ aB, where the union is tahen over ali B C I?: B ’ = 2, we see 
that x,.(t) E sp(F~) for some i? with this propeq. The result now fol!osTs 
. . . 
crrectq. 
in passing from our geometric description of -G(F) to the Chev-ahe~ descrip- 
tio3, we must change the basis for F. 
Suppose first that (t; Q) is an orthogonal space of maximal Witt index. Then 
we may set I’ = Vi I P-i J- *em 1 V’:, , where F-i has basis the hyperbolic pair 
<ei ,f ;j, 0 < i < n. In addition, if it is odd, then Tis, -‘- kyz,,l = Yih- _ Sr&,; 
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for 0 < k < (rz - I)/2 whereas if z is even, then V,,-, _L V,, = I&, i Vip 
for1 <k,(n/2andVe=V~withe,,=e;,fe=f~. 
Observe that Y,+r is a subsystem of CD*+, . Utilizing this fact in conjunction 
with results of Rce [7] and Steinberg [8], we have the following description 
of G+(V). 
THEOREM 2.8. 8-(V) is generated by elements {x,(t): r E Ynrl, t E K}. The 
mat&es of xr(t) zcitk respect o (ei , f; ,..., ek , f A} satisfy the following: 
(i) mat(.rr(t)) = m+,(W, 
(ii) xWi+ (t) acts as the identity on Fk , 
with respect to {ii , f i , eJ , f ;} is as in 2.6@). 
k ${i,j}. The matrix of x+,,(t) 
(iii) Thegenerators xr(t), t E Yn+, , t E K, and the relations g~ben below form 
a presentation for Q+(V). 
(a) x,.(t f u) = x,(t)x,(u), 
(b) [xr(t), q(u)] = 1, t + s $ Y,,, , I’ + s # 0, 
(4 L%(Ol x&)1 = xr+s(W9 r + s E yn,, - 
We now treat the case where Q has Witt index n. As before, we set V = 
v; 1 v; 1 ... _ Vk with Vl a hyperbolic plane chosen as follows. If A is even, 
let Vi ha\-e as a basis the hyperbolic pair {e: , f ;}, 0 < i < R, and set ek = e, , 
f k = f,!, so that VA = V, and V,, 1 V,,,, = V& 1 VifiT1, 0 < k < (n - 2)/2. 
If n is odd, let Vi have as a basis the hyperbolic pair (e; , f ;}, 1 < i < PZ - 1, 
andsete~=e;,f;=fj,jE{O,n}sothatV~=VtTo,V~=V~andV,,_,IV,~ 
Z= V’ pk--I J- Vik for 1 < k < (n - 1)2. This gives us a basis (ei , f 6 ,..., e; , f :} 
for V. 
-4s in H!-pothesis -4, K* = (K, LX) is a quadratic extension of K with the 
automorphism having fixed-point subfield K denoted bv t + f. We then have 
for xi , yi E K, 0 < i < n. App$ing the results of Ree [7] and Steinberg [8] 
once again, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.9. Q-(V) is generated by the elements {x,.(t): r E Z,, , t E K for r 
long, t E K* for r short}. The matrices of XT(t) with respect o the basis (ei , fi ,..., 
el, , f L} satisfy the following: 
(9 mat(x,(t)) = mat(xr(t))‘, 
(ii) ~,~+,~(t) acts as the identity orz VL , k $ {i,~]. The matrix of x15hwj(t) 
with respect o {ej , f i , e; , f I} is as in 2.6(ii). 
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(iii) xv,(t) acts as the identity ON P-,;, k g {i, n:. The matrix of ,~,~,(tj w% 






0 t5 - ix 
t--i 




(iy) These generators together with the~fo1lowin.g relations form a presepltatio?: 
for Q-(V): 
(a) xr(tl - ts) = x,.(tl) x,(tp), 
(b) [X$),X8(U)j = 1, r-SGZ,, r+s-0, 
(c) [q(t), s,(u)] = xz&u), Y, s long, r - s slaort, 
(d) [.xJt), x,(u)] = x,-,(tiE + I%), I’, s short, r - s Axg, 
(e) [x<(t), x,(u)] = xrJtu) xr-2J(tiu), I’ long, s s.hort, r -- P short, 
r Y- 2s lozg. 
Results of Curtis [l] imply that some of the reiatione listed in our presentations 
of the symplectic and orthogonal groups are superfluous. This simp!ification 
requires a description of the fundamental roots of a ?ositive system of roots for 
each of B,+r , Y,+, , and Zn . These may be gken as fol!o\rs: 
THEOREM 2.10. For each of the root systems @5-I , !P,,I1 , and .Zc, ) iet A be the 
set of roots which are a linear combinatiotz of taco fundamental roots. Thep: a 
presentation for Sp( F-), -e(V), and ,P( V) may be obtained by taking as generators 
r,.(t), r E A, and as relations the commutator relations for x,.(t), X*(U) given in (2.5): 
(2.8): and (2.9), respectively, where r and s are linear combinations of t?re same two 
$mdamen:al roots. 
We conclude this section with some lemmas about generation of orthogcna: 
and symp!ectic groups. 
LEMX.4 2.11. Let I- be a nonsingular symplectic space (resp. orthogonal s$acej 
of index n. Let W be a symplectic space (resf. orthogmal space) 0;’ dimeF?sion 11. 
Then W is isometric to a subspace of F. 
Proof. We deal only with the orthogonal case as the aymplectic case follow 
easily using the same methods. We may assume that F- = F-r 1 i’? _ ... 1 F-,. , 
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where Vi is a hyperbolic plane w-ith as a basis the hyperbolic pair {et ,fi}. Let Q 
be the form on V, Q’ the form on W. Then 
In particular, Q Vi maps ri onto K. By [4, (lo.1311 we may write W = W, I 
Wr I Ws , where W,, is totally isotropic, TV1 is nonsingular of maximal JVitt 
index, and Wr has dimension at most 2 and Mitt index 0. Let dim W, = r and 
dim Wr = 2m. Then r - 2m G n. If Ws = (ur , us ,..., ur), then ui + ei , 
1 G i G r, determines an isometry of W, into &, I’$ . It suffices to show that 
there is an isometry of W, into &+,ll ri. If W, = {0}, we are done. Other- 
wise, W, + {0} and n = r - m - dim(Ws) with dim( W,) = 1 or 2. If 
dim( W,) = 1, let W, = ( w) and Q’(w) = a. Since Q 1 V, maps V, onto K, 
there exists VJ E V 92 with Q(v) = a. Then Ed’ + e; determines an isometry of IV,, 
into V, as required. Finally, assume that dim W, = 2. By assumption and 
[4, (10.12)] there exists a basis {u, w} of W, such that Q’(xu - yw) = 
(x + ay)(x + jir) (where KF = (K, ) u as in Hypothesis -4). But we may also 
write V,-, i V, = VA-, 1 Vk , where Vi has basis {ei , f;}, a - 1 \( i G n 
and Q&e; f y&) = (xi L oryi)(3c/ + *J. Then u + e:,-, , w +fk-r deter- 
mines an isometry of W, into V91-1 1 V, and the result is proved. 
LEMISL% 2.12. Let V be a nonsingular symplectic space (req. orthogonal space) 
and let F = cI L i7? _ 5s , r&eve ind( t;) 2 dim( L’a). Let G = Sp( V) 
(resp. G( b-)) and set Gij = Sp( Ui 1 t’j) (resp. Q(Ef J- Cj))f~r 1 G i + i G 3. 
Then G = G18GIpG13. (H ere we me using the notation-of the remark following 
Lemma 2.3.) 
Proof. Let g E G and let W be the projection of Urg into cr 1 iYs . By 
(2.1 l), W is isometric to a subspace of CT1 , hence by (2.1) and (2.4), there exists 
h E Grs such that Wh E Ur . Then Fzgh c L’r I Uz . Again, there exists k E GIs. 
such that lYtgh?z = E*z and ghli t; = I. Thus ghk E G,, and we have g E 
G&l-l C G G G 13 1’2r3 , proving the result. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let V = V,, J- V, 1 .a* _L V, ,GandTbeasinHypothesisA. 
Assume that n > 2 in the symplectic ase and u > 3 in the orthogonal case. Then 
(i) If F is an orthogonal space, then G = (Gg: 0 E B C (0, l,..., n>, 
i B 1 = 3). 
(ii) G = (Gg: BC{O, l,..., n}). 
(iii) G = <Gor...n-l, T?. 
(iv) G = (Gsr...,+r , (Z, n)) for (I, n) E T, I f n. 
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Proof. ln case (i), let TV1 = Tie i Fs _ **a _ T‘,, , We = TV1 , and Wa = rti . 
Since rs > 3, ind(W,) > dim(W’). Hence by (2.12), G = (Gel...,-l, G,, . . . . I--P,E; . 
In particular, (i) holds if n = 3. Tf n > 3, w-e may apply induction to Gcl...,,-r 
and Gor...n--4,fi to obtain the result. 
Part (ii) follow-s from (i) and (2.7). 
Conjugating G, by elements of T for B E {O, I,.... 1. -I--- 1;, 5-e see that 
Gi...n-i > T) 2 {G,: B C :;O, I,..., n}) 
if rv is a symplectic space and 
<Gol-.*n-i >T) 1 (G,: 0 E B C (0, I,..., n}:, 
if V is an orthogonal space. In either case, G = <Gol...n-l, T) b>- (i) anti (ii). 
Finally, if (J, n) E T with I # n, then T = (T n Gol...s-, , (l, n)‘;. Hence 
G = (G,i...,-i ) T) = (Goi...n-I, (‘I ~)>. 
11-e remark that the analog of Lemma 2.13(ii) is false for orthogonal spaces 
x:-hen n = 2 = ind( V); that is, (Gg: B E {{0, l}, (0, 2}, { 1, 2))) = H is a proper 
subgroup of O-(6,2). Indeed, H is the normalizer of an elementary group oE 
order 27. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM d: PRELINiIURY RESCLT~ 
Throughout this section and for the remainder of the paper, V, G and T 
shall be as in Hypothesis A with the added condition that n >, 4 if 5’ is a sym- 
plectic space and n > 5 if V is an orthogonal space. Now let H be a group and 
h: Go:...,-l il T + H be a function such that h Gol...,+i and h T are homo- 
morphisms. In addition, assume that if B is a subset of {O, 1,. .., n - 1) and 
u E T such that Ba C{O, l,..., n - l}, then Jz(G,$(~) = h(G,,). The main cbjeat 
of Theorem -II is to show that h can be extended uniquely to a homorphism 
G + H. The uniqueness follon-s from Lemma 2.13(iii) where it was shown that 
G = <Gc:...,+l, T). 
DEFINITIOS 3.1. If V is a symplectic space, let Y be the set of all proper 
subsets of (0, l,..., n>. If V is an orthogonal space, let -9 be the set of ali proper 
subsets of (0, l,..., n> excluding (1,2 ,..., n}. For each B E 9, define a subgroup 
HB of H by first choosing a subset C of (0, I,...: 92 - 1) and S E T such that 
3 = C5 and then setting 
H, = h(Gc)a(d’. 
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LEMMA 3.2. The following hold: 
(i) HB is independent of the choice of C and 8. 
(ii) (H#(o) = Hso for all B E -9, 0 E T. 
(iii) If B, D E 9 with B n D = Z, then [HB , HD] = 1 prooided that 
either 
(a) F- is a symplectic space, or 
(b) B u D E 9, or 
(c) : B i > 4 and B’ u D E Y for all B’ C B. 
Proof, (i) Assume that C’ c (0, l,..., n - 1) and 6’ E T satisfy C’S’ = B. 
Then C = C’S’W. Since C’ and C are subsets of (0, l,..., n - I}, it follows 
from assumption that 
h(G,) = h(G#@). 
Since h T is a homomorphism, we then have that h(G#*J = h(GC,)h(*‘). Thus 
Hs is independent of the choice of C and S. 
(ii) Applying (i), it f 11 o ows that Hsm = h(G,)“(““) = h(G#b’h(u) = 
(HB)h(u). 
(iii) Suppose first that B u D E 9’. Then there exist C, E C (0, I,..., n - l> 
andS~TsuchthatCS=BandES=D.Since[Gc,GEI=1andhIG,,...,, 
is a homomorphism, it follows that 1 = [h(Gc), h(G,)]*@) = [He, HD]. If 
B u D = (0, l,..., n}, then as n > 4, we may assume that either 1 B ! > 3 if V 
isasymplecticspace,or~Bi>,4andB’~D~YforallB’CBif Visan 
orthogonal space. In either case, it follows from Lemmas 2.7 and 2.13(i) that 
GB = (GB*: B’ C B). This yields H, = (HB,: B’ C B). But [HB,, HD] = 1 
for B’ C B by the first part, hence [HB , HD] = 1. This proves the result in all 
cases. 
Remark. It follows from Definition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2(i) that HB = h(G,) 
for B C (0, l,..., n - l}. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let T = (i, n) E T, i < n. Then [h(T), h(G($,,)f)] = 1. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.2(ii) applied to the sets {i, n} and {i, n}‘, it 
SI&XS to show that h(T) E Hia . TO see this, let h = (j, n) E T with i f j < n 
and set a = (i, j) so that T = ua. Then h(T) = h(m)h(n) E (HiJhtA) = Hi, by 
Lemma 3.2(ii). 
DEFINITIOX 3.4. Let r = (0, l,..., n} or {1,2 ,..., n} accordingly as V is a 
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symplectic or orthogonal space. If i E r, ler i’ = {Q’. Ke define a ma? k: 
Uier GC + H by 
Evidently k Gi, is a homomorphism. 
LEMJL4 3.5. k is well deJined. 
Proof. Set ki = k ’ Gi, , i E l7 If i and j are distinct elements of r, then we 
must show that ki Gi, n Gj, = kj Gi, n Gi, . First observe that Gi, n G,, = 
Gr,,jl# . Ifj = n, then by definition, k, ’ GI~,~~), = k i Gf,,+ . On the other hand, 
if .y E G;i,,,), , then k,(x) = (k(x(i-n)))h((g*n)J = (h(x))“:!zs”); = h(x) by (3.3). 
Suppose now that i + n f j. Since R > 4 in the symplectic case and n > 5 in 
the orthogonal case, it follows from Lemma 2.13(iv) that G(i,j” = 
(G;i,r,,,, I (I, rz)>, for Z~{i,j, n]‘. Now Gfi,j,,i* = Gri.,,l, n G!j,,;:.f impiies t&t 
ki(x) = k(s) = k,(x) for x E Gt,,;.,,, . Furthermore, k,((I, cjj = h((i, n)) = 
kj((i, n)) by direct computation. But ki 1 Gi, is a homomorphism for all i E r: 
hence ki and kj agree on Gti,jl, proving the result. 
It follo~~s from Definition 3.4 that k is well defined on G, for all E E 9. 
LEMhL4 3.6. k(G,) = H,, for BE Y. 
Proqf. WemayassumethatBg{O, l,..., n- l}.ThenB(i,n)~{O,I ,..., n-1) 
for some i E r: i + n, and i $ B. By Lemma 3.2(iij and the construction of k, 
1vi-e then hare k(G,) = h((&)(i.n’)fi((i-nl) = h(GB(i,,))*((i:“” = (HB(i,,:jA(if-il') 
= Hz+. 
The next result reduces the proof of Theorem A to showing that k can be 
extended to a homomorphism G + H. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let f: G -+ H be a homomorphism which is an e&nsion of k. 
Then f is the unique extension of h. 
Proof. Since G = (Gol...rl-l, Tj and k G01...5;-l = i i G,,r....-i , it sufhces 
to show that k T = f: T. But T = (T n G,,l...n--l, cl, n!> for !e r: I + z3: 
and k((/, n)) = k((Z, n)) by definition of k. Thus k T = f T. 
4. PROOF OF TI-DZOREJI A: THE STJIPLECTIC CASE 
Trisoruz~i 4.1. Theorem B is calid &en P- is a syzzplectir space. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, it suffices to verify that the map k: ui=, Gin - E 
can be extended to a homomorphism G + H. In Theorem 2.6, we described a 
a presentation for G in terms of the Chevalley generators {x,.(i): r E @,+r : t E R) . 
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It is evident from the action of the generating elements on the basis {e, ,fa ,..., 
en J2 that 
If Y E an+1 n (gj 3 wk)s 
then x7(t) E Co( Vb,3,) = Gu,~) C Gic for all i E {j, RI’. (*) 
Therefore we may define elements f(t) of H for r E @+,+l , t E K, by setting 
a,,@> = h@,(t)). \ slow ev-ery relation listed in Theorem 2.6(iv) involves only 
elements of &(t), x,(u)) for some pair (r, s) of independent roots in @,,+r .
As n > 4, (*) implies that (xl.(t), X,(U)) C Gie for some i E (0, l,..., rz}. As k / Gin 
is a homomorphism, this implies that xr(t) -+ Qt) defines a homomorphism of 
G into H. 
5. THEOREM A IMPLIES COROLLARY B 
In proving Theorem A for the orthogonal case, it will be convenient to know 
that Corollary B holds in the symplectic case. Since the inference of Corollary B 
from Theorem A is essentially the same in all cases, we shall prove this now-. 
THEOREVI 5.1. If Theorem A holds for G, V, T, thm so does Corollary B. 
Proof. Let V, G, and T be as in the hypotheses of Theorem A. We must 
show that if 7 = (PZ - 1, n), then the groups GO1..+r and T, together with the 
relation 
17, GoJ = 1 if G = Sp(V), 
b, %I = 1 if G = Q(V), 
form a presentation for G. Let H be a group and h: G,,1...n--l u T --t H be a 
function such that h 1 GO1...n--l and h ; T are homomorphisms. Further assume 
that [h(T), h(G,,,)] = 1 if G = Sp( V) and that [h(T), h(G,,,)] = 1 if G = Q(V). 
Then we must show that h can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism 
G-H. 
In order to apply Theorem A, it suffices to show that if B _C (0, I,..., n - 1) 
and (T E T such that Ba C (0, l,..., rz - l), then 
h(x)“@) = h(jcO), XEG~. (9 
For then h(G#‘a) = h(G,,) and h can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism 
G + H. 
Since n > 4 (resp. tl > 5) in the symplectic case (resp. orthogonal case), we 
may assume that 1 B : > 3 (resp. , B 1 > 4). Moreover, as T fixes 0 in the 
orthogonal case, we may assume that 0 E B in that case. Applying Lemmas 2.7 
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and 2.13(ij, we then reduce the proof of (*) to the case where B = 2 (x-es?. 
OzB, :B -3). 
Suppose first that B = (0, l} (resp. B = (0, 1,2)). ‘I-. Len the set of elements 6 
of T such that h(S) centralizes li(G,) is a subgroup R of T. We know that R 
contains ‘; and Q = T n G23...n--1 (resp. T n G3+.,+& hence R contains 
<:, Q> which is the subgroup of T fixing B pointwise. This p:oTes (“) if x E G,,t 
(resp. Gsraj and u fixes (0, 1) (resp. (0, 1,2}) pointwise. 
In the general case, ley B = (i, j} (resp. (0, i.3) and choose eiements AZ L: 
of T n G,,...,+., such that 
Oh = i, lh = j, (iu)p = 0, (ju)p = 1 
(resp. 1X = i, 2h = j, (if+ = 1, (ju).u = 2). 
Then A+L fixes (0, l> (resp. (0, 1,2}) p om ~iise, so that h(hGp) centralizes !$G,:) ’ t - 
(resp. h(G&) and Aup centralizes G,, (resp. Golzjn If .r E G, (resp. Gsij), then 
.\: = ?a for some y E G,,, (resp. Gara). We then ha\-e 
Thus Iz(s)~‘~! = h(~) and (*) holds, complering the proof. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM A: THE ORTHOGOQL CASE 
The proof of Theorem A in the orthogonai case is similar to the proof of the 
spmplectic case with two exceptions. The first exception is that T permutes the 
sibmaces f iv I ‘. 1, 7,; I..., V,$ and centralizes r,, so that K is not defined on Ga. . 
This obstacle map be easily overcome if V,, is isometric to I; , for then T may be 
extended to permute the subspaces (F,, , F-r ,..., I’$ and this in turn allow-s us to 
extend ir to be defined on G,J . However this would then lead to dif?kulties in 
verifying (“) in the proof that Theorem X implies Corollary Il. The second 
exception is that if + and s are independent roots of Y,,-, or ZF and if t and u 
are elements of K, then for small values of II, (I,.. X&(U)) may fail to be con- 
tained in any G,., . 
DRFISITIOK 6.1. If e is a nonsingular vector of i;, let Va = (eI)- = (z> _ 
-- 
bl- Pi v ..- 1 v, and let G, = Cc(e). Let IT be the set of nonsingular 
l-dimensional subspaces of V, . 
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LEMMA 6.2. The following hold: 
(i) If (e} E V,*, then G, = (G,,,...,-, n G, , T). 
(ii) For each (e) E Vz, the exists a uniquely determined homomorphism 
h,: G, -+ H such that k, and h agree on (Ge n GoI...,,-J u T. 
(iii) If (e} and (f > a.re distinct elements of V$, then k, G, n Gf = 
kr G, n Gf. Here G, n Gf = Gla...,, . 
Proof. Let B = {1,2 ,..., n) so that V, = (e) I V, . Recall from Lemma 2.5 
that ifg E G, , theng I V, = g,, + g, whereg,, E End,( V, , (e)) andg, E Sp( VJ. 
Furthermore, r: G, + Sp(V,) by r(g) = g, is an isomorphism of G, onto 
Sp( V,) as K is finite. It is evident from the construction of vr (see [4, (10.17)]), 
that n(G, n Gsije...) = Sp(V, J- Vi L rrk _L *em) for {i,j, k ,... > C B and 7r : GB 
is the identity map. 4s T C Gs , it then follows from (2.13) that G, = 
<G n G1...n-l, T) and the first statement is proved. 
Sow hwl: Sp( Vi 1 V2 I ..a I Vn-r) u T + H is a well-defined function 
such that h& 1 Sp(Vl 1 V2 1 .** 1 V,) and h&I T are homomorphisms. 
Furthermore, [h&(Sp( V, 1 VJ), h?r-l((n - 1, n))] c [h(G&, &z - 1, n)] =l 
by Lemma 3.3. Thus by Corollary B, h?r-1 may be extended to a homomorphism 
7: Sp( V, i V2 1 ... J- V,) -+ H. If n-e set k, = m, it follows easily that k, 
has the properties stated in (ii). 
Finally, if(e) and (f > are distinct elements of V,*, then G, n G, = C,( V,) = 
G es...* = <‘%s...n-1 5 T) by (2.13). But k, and kf agree on GrP8,.+r u T, 
hence k, ’ G, n G, = kr : G, n Gf . 
DEFIXITIOS 6.3. Let f: (Uisr Gi,) u (Uce)Er,; G,) + H be defined by 
fiG,l=k’Gj,,iEr,andf’G,=k,,<e)EV,*. 
LEMMA 6.4. f is well defined. 
Proof. In the light of Lemma 6.2(iii), it suffices to show that k, / G, n G,.* = 
k i G, n G,.r , (e) E Vt, i E I’. Let j E r - {i, n}. By Lemma 6.2, G, n GIp = 
<G n GA, , T n Gi,) and since (T n G,e) = (T n GQ.,)~ , (j, n)), w-e 
have G, n Gi* = (Cc n Gfi,,)* , (j, n)>. But the restrictions of k, and k to 
G, n Gi, agree with h on the generating subgroups G, n GG.,~)~ and ((j, n)). 
Hence k, ; G, n Gin = k i G, n Gi, . 
We now proceed to define “root” elements of H using the restriction off to 
ui=,, Gi* . Recall f rom Section 2 that in passing from the geometric to Chevalley 
representation of the orthogonal groups m-e altered the decomposition of V as an 
orthogonal sum of the planes Vi , 0 < i < n. Thus we have the following cases: 
G = Q+(V). 
(1) v = (Vi I VJ I --- l (Vi-1 1 v;), n odd. 
(2) v = v; I (Vi I Vi) _L -** I (v;-, J- VA), n even. 
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G = Q-(V). 
(i) 
(2: 
Here 5-i is a h\-perbolic plane except when G = P(b’) and J’ = n. Also: e:ther 
Vi = 6; cr T-i I Vi, = Vi 1 
of Y,,-l (resp. ‘r,) d 
Vi+l as indicated in Section 2. For each root r 
an eat h 1 e ement t of K (resp. P), we described a Fresenta- 
tion for a-(Y) (resp. Q-(V)) in terms of the generators +(t). The action of 
s?(t) on G- with respect to the basis {e;, fi ,..., ei, ,fc> is given in (2.8j (resp. 
(2.9)). This basis m-as chosen so that {e; , f:) is a h>-perbolic pair of ‘; except -&en 
G = 9-(V) and i = n in which case Q(x,e. - 7,,en) = (x~ - or)l,j(x, -- +,:). 
Let iA , A ,..., pw} be a fundamental system for ?P?,-: with pz = r~r - e~:-~ ,
0 < i < n - I, and p, = ec,-, + We . For 2, : we choose a fundsmentai 
system i p3 , pl ,..., pyieI} with p1 = wL’i - eciAl , 0 Q i < rr - 2 and p;,-; = 
2-k 
in Theorem 2.10, w-e stated the result due to Curtis that a presentaticn 
may be obtained by taking as generators those elements s,(t) for r c A. 
Here -4 = U Ai, with Aii = <pi , pj) n Y,-, (resp. ( pi , pj) fl 2%). I\Ioreo\-er. 
the only relations that need to be checked are be;rveen elemenrs x,(tj and X*(U) 
. . 
where r and s he m some Aij . 
It is clear from Theorem 2.8 (resp. Theorem 2.9) thar @Jr): r E A, t E K 
(req. K”)) C uycO G; . Since fe is defined on (jr=s Gi , we may define elements 
Z,(t) = f (x,.(tj), r E 8, t E K (resp. K”). 0 rice u-e have shown that these elements 
sat+- the re!ations given in Theorem 2.10, we “2~ immediately infer from 
Curtis’ theorem that f can be extended to a homoAmorp~hism G 4 ,Y. Asf % ac. 
extension ci K, it then follows from Lemma 3.7 that we hare constructed the 
required extension of Iz completing the proof of Thecrem A. As the restriction 
offto G, : (e>E t-t, or Gi, i~r, is a homomorphism, the verification of the 
relations in Theorem 2.10 may be accomphshed 5:; pro&g the follorving lemma. 
LESI!UII 5.5. Let r and s be independent roots in so=e dij and let t, u be ehnen?s 
of K (t-e;?. K*). Then either 
(i! (~,.{t), X,(U)) is contained in G, , {e> c TV,*, ST Gin , i E r, 01. 
(ii) [.x:,.(t), x3(u)] = 1 and [iit), k,(u)] = i. 
P‘"GGf. 11-e may assume that i < j, pi is invoiced in r and p; is involved in :. 
Thus if i < j - 1, then d, = {&pi, &pr] and t = +p;, s = =pj. 
Assume first that G = s+(V). As noted earlier, there are tn-o possible decom- 
positions for V, denoted by case 1 and case 2. In either case, if 2 < i, :her, 
(sXr('j, X,(U)) centralizes S-e = Vi, hence (i) holds. On +he other hand, if 
j < rr - 3, then (xr(t), x,(u)> centralizes F’,z and so <x,(t), X,(U)> C G,s . Thus 
we may assume that i < 1 and j > rr - 3. In case 2, p. > 0 implies j > 3; 
hence .y(t) E Go,, and X,(U) E G94...n . Therefore i.~~(?), s,(u)! = i, .?,.(f) E 
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~(Gd, and k(u) E h(G a4...J. But then [ST(t), a.(u)] = 1 by Lemmas 3.2(iii) 
and 3.6 proving that (ii) holds. 
In case 1, n > 5 implies that j > 2. If i = 0, then xr(t) E G,, and x8(u) E 
G aa...n . Thus [q(t), x8(u)] = 1 an we may argue as before to obtain [s,(t), d 
Z,(U)] = 1. Finally-, assume that i = 1. If j = 2, then (x,(t), w,(u)> C G,f , 
hence we may assume that j > 3. Hence r = fp, . Now given the basis 
{e. ,h , el , Ad of V. I t; , we may choose a basis {e; ,f; , e; , f;} of Vi J- Vi 
so that ei = e, +fr , f i = (3 - &)e,, T f. +fr . Recall from Hypothesis .A 
that CL was chosen to satisfy ti = 1, hence {ei , f i> as given is a hyperbolic pair. 
At any rate, this choice may be made without affecting the previous argument. 
But xr(t) then centralizes <ei , f i), hence the vector e = ei + f; = (1: &- E)eD + f. 
and this yields <x,(t), X,(U)) C G, with <e> E V$. This completes the proof 
when G = BT(V). 
Finally assume that G = Q-( V). Since Vn = VA in either case 1 or case 2, it 
follows from Theorem 2.9(ii, iii) that (am, x,(u)) C G,* if j ,( n - 2. Hence 
wemayassumethatj=n-l1.If1~iincase1or2~iincase2,then 
<q.(t), X,(U)) centralizes V, , hence (i) holds. Thus we have reduced the situation 
tothecasesvc-herei=O,j=tz-liincase1andi~{O,l},j=~-lincase2. 
In either case, r = =pr . Now suppose that case 1 holds. Then V, = Vi and 
we see from Theorem 2.9(i, ii) that q(t) centralizes < fo> or (eO> accordingly as 
r = pa or -p, . Thus (i) holds. If case 2 holds, then we may argue as in the 
previous paragraph to obtain (q(t), x,(u)) C G, , for some <e) E Vt if i = 1 
and [q(t), X,(U)] = 1, [G,.(t), .C,(u)] = 1 if i = 0. Th us, the result holds in all cases. 
This completes the proof of Theorem rl in the orthogonal case. 
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